Using the Edward Neisser Library Archives

Access

The Erikson Institute Archives is composed of a non-circulating repository open to the Erikson Institute community and interested public and a digital collection of photos hosted by CARLI Digital Collections. There are rare exceptions to the physical archives non-circulation policy; in certain instances, borrowing privileges may be granted for the purposes of display or publication. All policies of the Erikson Institute Archives are subject to change. For more information, please contact the Archives by emailing libraryhelp@erikson.edu.

Items Allowed in Archives

Only paper, pencils and laptops may be used when working with the physical archives. If you would like to bring a camera or a personal scanner, please contact the archivist ahead of your visit by emailing libraryhelp@erikson.edu. Food and drink are permitted, but must be kept separated from the archival materials.

Use of Materials

Archival materials should be handled with care. They cannot be marked or folded and their existing order must be maintained. If you think there is a filing error, please let the archivist know! Researchers should not rearrange any material without the archivist’s knowledge.

Photocopying and Scanning

Photocopying and scanning of items in the physical archives is done at the discretion of the staff. The Archives reserve the right to refuse any copying request that might damage the material, or if fulfillment of the request would involve violation of copyright law. Scanning and copying is done by a staff members and costs $20 per hour. If the scanning and copying can be done in less than 30 minutes, it is free. Duplication of archival material does not constitute transfer of copyright or property right, nor does it constitute permission to publish in excess of "fair use" or to display materials.

Citations

All documents from the physical archives must be credited. Please cite as:

- [Collection Name], Erikson Institute Archives, Chicago, IL
- Ex: Barbara Bowman’s Papers, Erikson Institute Archives, Chicago, IL
When using an image from Erikson’s photo collection via CARLI Digital Collections, please cite as:

- [Photo title], [Collection Name], Erikson Institute Digital Collection, retrieved from [reference URL for photo].